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Navigating Social Security
Social Security is far more complex than many people realize, and this complexity can make the decision regarding when to claim Social
Security benefits a daunting one. There are many options to consider around when as well as how to file for benefits, and choosing between
these options can lead to a significant difference in Social Security income over an individual’s or a couple’s lifetime.

The Social Security+ analyzes these numerous filing options, and finds a filing strategy which may provide the greatest total benefit over the
client’s lifetime at a specific point in time and given certain specific circumstances. Having found the optimal filing strategy, we then
explain how and when to file for benefits with the Social Security Administration in order to receive those benefits.

Summary of approach
This report highlights potential filing strategies for Sample Scenario, assuming the inputs listed in the next section,and as described below:

The date of birth is used to determine the earliest possible benefit date, a client’s Full Retirement Age (FRA – the age at which they get their
full benefit with no deduction for claiming early).

The retirement age is a target age at which the client might expect to start claiming benefits. This is used as the starting point for the
“Custom” filing strategy, and does not impact the strategy which looks across all filing age combinations to arrive at its selected strategy.

Life expectancy ages are estimates for each client and determine the timeframe over which Social Security filing strategies are evaluated.

FRA benefit is the monthly benefit as estimated by the Social Security Administration which a client could expect upon reaching their full
retirement age (67 for John, and 67 for Jane).

The monthly amount of any non-covered pension received from employment with a government agency is used to determine whether a
client’s Social Security benefits would be reduced.

The results can be shown adjusted for cost of living increases (COLA). When a COLA rate of 0.00% is used, all results are displayed in today’s
dollars.

The “Optimal” strategy shows the strategy which may lead to the greatest total benefit. The “Custom” strategy claims benefits at a client’s
specified target retirement age. By default, the Custom strategy is set up as one of the most common filing strategies in use today; file for
benefits immediately upon retirement, when a worker’s income stops.
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Optimal Custom

This report was prepared using the inputs shown below and an assumed COLA rate of 0%.

The charts below show the estimated monthly benefits and the cumulative benefits over time.

$1,774
Largest monthly Increase

Monthly Benefits

$169,951
Cumulative Increase

Cumulative Benefits
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Optimal Strategy
Filing Instructions

John files for retirement benefits at age 70 in April 2038.

Jane files for retirement benefits at age 65 in August 2039.

Jane switches to survivor benefits at age 78 in May 2053.

Custom Strategy
Filing Instructions

John files for retirement benefits at age 62 in May 2030.

Jane files for retirement benefits at age 62 in September 2036.

Jane switches to survivor benefits at age 78 in May 2053.

Schedule of benefits

The estimated monthly benefits, annual benefits, and cumulative benefits for the Optimal and Custom strategy are shown in the table
below.
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Social Security

Strategy Optimal

Benefit Delay

Start Year 2030 End Year 2044

Asset Growth 0%

Income Floor

Start Year 2023 End Year 2059

Asset Growth 0% Starting Income $32,000

Income Growth 0%

Mutual QLAC

Start Year 2032 End Year 2059

Starting Income $12,000 Income Growth 3.00%

Asset Growth 3.00%

Introduction to Income Layers
Income Layers bridge the gap between your projected Social Security benefit amount and your total retirement spending needs. Income
Layers let us visually model all your sources of income to get the full retirement picture.

Benefit Delay shows what it looks like to delay your Social Security
benefits. This is the amount you’d need to fill the gap between
when you retire and when you file for Social Security.

Income Floor is your required minimum income amount.

Mutual QLAC represents another income source separate from the
other layers, and that may be placed above or below the Income
Floor layer.
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These charts represent the income and asset balances over time.

Benefit Delay
2030 - $535,422
2023 - $535,422  

Income Floor
2023 - $221,333
   

Mutual QLAC
2032 - $332,000
2023 - $254,450
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This schedule represents all layers of retirement income included in this scenario. It shows the year each layer begins to produce that
income.
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The asset balance schedule shows the balance at the beginning and end of each year, starting in the current year.
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Assumptions
If using annual income to estimate a worker’s benefit at Full Retirement Age (FRA), it is assumed that the current year’s benefit formula bend points are appropriate to use,
and also that the monthly income is a suitable substitute for the indexed monthly income used by the Social Security Administration (SSA). This allows for a quick FRA
benefit estimate with minimal information required, but will not be as precise as an estimate from the SSA. Where possible, using a FRA benefit provided by the SSA is
recommended as it will yield the most accurate anticipated results.

Any pension amount from employment outside the Social Security system is assumed to be from a government pension, so that it applies both to benefit adjustments
made due to the Windfall Elimination Provision (WEP a set of rules which apply to a worker claiming Social Security benefits as well as receiving a pension from
employment such as that with a government agency - where Social Security taxes were not paid, and that can result in reduced benefits for the worker and any
dependents claiming benefits on their account) and also dependent benefit adjustments made due to the Government Pension Offset provision (GPO a set of rules which
can result in reduced benefits for a person claiming benefits on another person’s account, and also receiving a pension from employment with a government agency). In
the case of the WEP it is assumed that 20 or fewer years were worked within the Social Security system, so that the maximum deduction (a 40% factor instead of the usual
90%) up to the first bend point of the WEP-adjusted FRA benefit formula is used. It is also assumed that the WEP applies whenever a pension amount is provided; the user
should check with the SSA if they feel the client may be exempt from the WEP due an exception such as only having worked outside of Social Security prior to 1957, or
having a pension from railroad employment only. A full list of exceptions to the WEP are available from the SSA.

All analysis of cumulative benefits of a filing strategy is performed in present day dollars, even when a COLA adjustment is provided. The age of initial eligibility for benefits
is assumed to be 62 for worker or spousal benefits, and age 60 for survivor benefits.

If a marital status of Divorced is specified, it is assumed that the marriage lasted at least 10 years and that the couple has been divorced for at least 2 years by the time any
spousal benefit claim is filed (assuming the spouse is eligible to do so when considering the rule changes introduced as part of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015). This also
assumes that any voluntary suspension of benefits by an ex-spouse prior to April 30th, 2016 will not prevent a subsequent restricted application for spousal benefits from
being filed by a person permitted to do so (i.e. who attained age 62 in 2015 or earlier). For the purposes of survivor benefits, the ex-spouse is assumed to have filed for their
own benefits at their full retirement age (FRA).

The Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) amounts published by the Social Security Administration each year are used only when deriving a WEP-adjusted FRA benefit from
the benefit entered by the user for a client who has already passed their age of initial eligibility for benefits (typically age 62). No projections of future COLA increases are
made by the tool.

A client’s date of death is assumed to fall at the end of the month of their birthday. Survivor benefits are assumed to take effect in the month after the deceased client’s
death. A date of death is provided for a deceased spouse when marital status is set to Widowed. The deceased spouse is assumed to have not filed for benefits at their date
of death, meaning survivor benefits are calculated based on filing at the deceased’s FRA if death occurred prior to their reaching that age, and that benefits are calculated
based on entitlement at their date of death otherwise (i.e. any delayed retirement credits will be included in the benefit estimates).
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Disclaimers
Important: The projections or other information generated by the LifeYield system are hypothetical in nature and are not guarantees of actual results. Other scenarios not
considered by the LifeYield system may provide results similar or superior to those provided by the LifeYield system. Outcome benefits projected by the LifeYield system
may be overstated due to inaccurate assumptions and/or estimates including, but not limited to, longevity of life and/or earnings, earnings projections, and marital status.
The information provided by this report should be considered only as general information and should not be used as the final determinant of the best strategy on how or
when to claim social security benefits.

This information provided by the LifeYield system is for informational purposes and is based on social security rules and social security benefit projections that were
available at the time the LifeYield system was most recently updated. The information provided by the LifeYield system is meant only to assist in the review of potential
social security benefits options and may not accurately portray a current or anticipated financial situation as a result of a number of factors such as, but not limited to,
changes in social security rules or errors due to data entry, which may alter the projections presented by the LifeYield system. Additionally, data used in this presentation
may be generic in nature and may not at all represent actual data. The results may vary with each use and over time.

This information provided by the LifeYield system is not meant to be relied upon for accounting, legal or other purposes. It should not be assumed that recommendations
made by the LifeYield system will be profitable or will equal a different strategy.

The LifeYield system uses information imputed by your agent or financial services professional based on the information and assumptions you provided. You are solely
responsible for the accuracy and authenticity of such information, and not controlled or attested to as accurate by LifeYield, your agent or financial professional’s company,
its affiliates or representatives. Any information entered into the LifeYield system should be regarded as informational only and not interpreted as official or legal financial
information.

LifeYield, LLC is an independent company that is not affiliated with New York Life Insurance Company, its affiliates, subsidiaries, or agents. New York Life has partnered with
LifeYield to provide this analysis. The analysis is presented to you by an agent of New York Life, who may also be a Financial Services Representative with NYLIFE Securities
LLC, a registered broker dealer, or a Financial Advisor with Eagle Strategies LLC, a registered investment advisor. Both NYLIFE Securities and Eagle Strategies are wholly
owned subsidiaries/affiliates of New York Life, and are all herein referred to as the "Company."

The analysis and information generated by the LifeYield system is hypothetical in nature and is not a guarantee of actual benefits. The report is for educational and
informational purposes only and does not constitute investment advice or an offer to buy or sell any security, financial or insurance product or service. Neither, the
Company nor any of its affiliates or agents provides tax or legal advice. The information provided in this report should not be acted on or taken as advice, and individuals are
encouraged to consult with their own qualified professional(s) prior to making any decisions regarding the election of Social Security benefits.

While it is believed the information presented is accurate, neither the Company nor its agents can guarantee the accuracy of the information herein. Individuals may
contact the Social Security Administration to get an estimate of Social Security benefits based on your actual earnings and circumstances.

The information provided by the LifeYield system does not take into account any taxes that may be incurred on any streams of income, including your Social Security
benefits. Depending upon the age you elect to begin benefits and/or your total yearly income, all (or some) of your Social Security benefits may be subject to income tax.
Please consult with your tax advisor to evaluate your individual circumstances prior to making any decisions.
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